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Like any discipline of science, chemistry has its own nomenclature or 
system of naming. 
 
Most of the available etymological information can be obtained from a 
dictionary or a chemical handbook, but neither points out the fact that 
there are many similarities and trends among the names. For example, 
many people immediately notice that a few elements are named after 
famous scientists. What they may not realize, however, is that a few 
elements are named after prominent mythological figures, too. 
 
To illustrate these patterns better, this file has grouped the elements in 
some categories according to the origins of their names. 
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The origins of the names of antique and prehistoric elements 
cannot be derived. Nine elements were known in ancient time. 
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The most important elements from the time of the alchemists have 
names with known meanings. 
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Many elements have been named after celestial bodies. 
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Greek and Nordic mythology have contributed some element 
names. I seems to have been Klaproth who first used mythological 
names for elements. 
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During chemical reactions preceding the discovery of an element, 
chemists have often observed the characteristic color of an element 
or its mineral so, many elements have names that express their 
color and color variations. 
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In many cases the discoverer of an element has wished to recall his 
country or a province, a place or a river. (geographical names) 
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The noble gases have names indirectly to their origin or properties. 
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Personal names are used in the etymology of element names. 
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Personal names are used in the etymology of element names. 
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The seven metals in antiquity early became connected with the 
symbols for heavenly bodies. These symbols (and many others for 
compounds) were used by the alchemists and also by artists. 
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During the powerful development of chemistry in the 18th century the need 
for appropriate symbols for the elements became obvious. Berzelius in 1813 
formulated a simple, brilliant proposal: “Let the first letter in the name of the 
element be the symbol! Or two letters from the element’s name. But select 
the letters from the Latin name of the element. Then it will be intelligible in all 
countries”. 
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